Immune Profile of Pediatric Renal Transplant Recipients following Alemtuzumab Induction
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ABSTRACT

The incidence of developing circulating anti-human leukocyte antigen antibodies and the kinetics of T cell depletion and recovery among pediatric renal transplant recipients who receive alemtuzumab induction therapy are unknown. In a collaborative endeavor to minimize maintenance immunosuppression in pediatric renal transplant recipients, we enrolled 35 participants from four centers and treated them with alemtuzumab induction therapy and a steroid-free, calcineurin-inhibitor–withdrawal maintenance regimen. At 3 months after transplant, there was greater depletion of CD4+ than CD8+ T cells within the total, naïve, memory, and effector memory subsets, although depletion of the central memory subset was similar for CD4+ and CD8+ cells. Although CD8+ T cells recovered faster than CD4+ subsets overall, they failed to return to pretransplant levels by 24 months after transplant. There was no evidence for greater recovery of either CD4+ or CD8+ memory cells than naïve cells. Alemtuzumab relatively spared CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ regulatory T cells, resulting in a rise in their numbers relative to total CD4+ cells and a ratio that remained at least at pretransplant levels throughout the study period. Seven participants (20%) developed anti-human leukocyte antigen antibodies without adversely affecting allograft function or histology on 2-year biopsies. Long-term follow-up is underway to assess the potential benefits of this regimen in children.


The effects of alemtuzumab on T cell subsets have been extensively studied in adults since its introduction in the 1990s. It has been associated with profound depletion of total T cells and differential recovery among T cell subsets, with early and near-complete recovery of CD8+ T cells, but late, partial recovery of CD4+ T cells.1–3 CD4+ memory T cells were relatively spared compared with other CD4+ subsets; some investigators reported preferential sparing of central memory (T_{CM}) cells, whereas others observed preferential sparing of the effector memory (T_{EM}) subset. Emergence of the T_{EM} subset, whether identified peripherally or in the allograft, has been associated with acute rejection, raising concerns about the tolerogenic potential of alemtuzumab.1–4 Although the use of alemtuzumab was not associated with an increase in either FoxP3 expression or regulatory T cell counts in vitro, both transient and sustained expansion of regulatory T cells were observed when alemtuzumab was used in association with sirolimus in vivo.2,5,6 Notwithstanding this, however, the combination of alemtuzumab and sirolimus in protocols free of calcineurin inhibitor (CNI) was associated with rates of acute rejection exceeding 20%, with a humoral rejection rate as high as 62.5%.7,8 In the absence of long-term CNI treatment, alemtuzumab-treated adults may therefore have a propensity to develop alloantibodies and antibody-mediated rejection.9,10

In contrast, there is a paucity of data regarding the use of alemtuzumab in pediatric solid organ transplantation. This is likely due to the rare use of this regimen in children. We report the immune profiles of pediatric renal transplant recipients treated with alemtuzumab induction therapy and a steroid-free, calcineurin-inhibitor–withdrawal maintenance regimen. The incidence of developing circulating anti-human leukocyte antigen antibodies and the kinetics of T cell depletion and recovery among pediatric renal transplant recipients who receive alemtuzumab induction therapy are unknown. In a collaborative endeavor to minimize maintenance immunosuppression in pediatric renal transplant recipients, we enrolled 35 participants from four centers and treated them with alemtuzumab induction therapy and a steroid-free, calcineurin-inhibitor–withdrawal maintenance regimen. At 3 months after transplant, there was greater depletion of CD4+ than CD8+ T cells within the total, naïve, memory, and effector memory subsets, although depletion of the central memory subset was similar for CD4+ and CD8+ cells. Although CD8+ T cells recovered faster than CD4+ subsets overall, they failed to return to pretransplant levels by 24 months after transplant. There was no evidence for greater recovery of either CD4+ or CD8+ memory cells than naïve cells. Alemtuzumab relatively spared CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ regulatory T cells, resulting in a rise in their numbers relative to total CD4+ cells and a ratio that remained at least at pretransplant levels throughout the study period. Seven participants (20%) developed anti-human leukocyte antigen antibodies without adversely affecting allograft function or histology on 2-year biopsies. Long-term follow-up is underway to assess the potential benefits of this regimen in children.
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transplantation. From a clinical perspective, two small series investigating the outcomes of selected high-risk recipients of renal, liver, and intestinal transplants treated with alemtuzumab yielded conflicting results, whereas a recent series of 42 renal transplant recipients of living donor grafts reported few cases of acute rejection and excellent graft function up to 4 years after transplant.6–10 From a mechanistic perspective, only one study reported T cell counts in a single pediatric patient, demonstrating profound and prolonged depletion of CD3+, CD4+, CD8−, and CD20+ cells, with counts only reaching 50% of their baseline levels 12 months after transplant.11

In this study, we investigated the longitudinal immune profiles of pediatric renal transplant recipients treated with alemtuzumab induction therapy, followed by a CNI-withdrawal regimen. Specific aims were to characterize the depletion and recovery patterns of various T cell subsets and to screen for anti-human leukocyte antigen (anti-HLA) antibody development.

RESULTS

Thirty-five participants were recruited. Of these, 23 participants completed screening for cAb at all six protocol-designated time points, whereas 12 patients completed screening up to between 6 and 12 months. One participant had a positive result for class I circulating antibody (cAb) pretransplant, with a panel reactive antibodies (PRAs) of 14% as determined by Luminex; seven participants (20%) developed cAb during the follow-up period.

Two participants experienced graft loss during the study period, the first due to focal and segmental glomerulosclerosis, the pretransplant existence of which was unrecognized, and the second due to medication nonadherence; neither of these patients developed cAb. Six participants suffered biopsy-proven acute rejection, one of which was antibody mediated. In three patients, the diagnosis was made on a nonprotocol biopsy performed for graft dysfunction, whereas in the remaining three, subclinical acute rejection was diagnosed on the 6-month protocol biopsy. There were no deaths.

Fourteen participants presented with at least one infectious episode. There were no cases of post-transplant lymphoproliferative disorder. Asymptomatic Epstein-Barr virus seroconversion was noted in three patients; valganciclovir prophylaxis was continued as planned. One subject developed BK viremia and another developed BK viruria, but neither progressed to BK nephropathy. Three participants had catheter-related bloodstream infections. Two participants developed pyelonephritis, whereas four developed cystitis. The remaining reported infections were pneumonia, Clostridium difficile colitis, sinusitis, a skin infection, and a toe infection, each of which occurred only once in different individuals. All infections responded to conventional therapy.

Depletion and Recovery of T Cell Subsets in Pediatric Kidney Transplant Recipients

At 3 months after alemtuzumab induction, there was greater depletion of the total, 45RA+ naïve, 45RO+ memory, and 45RO−CCR7−62L−TEM cells within the CD4+ than CD8+ T cell subsets, whereas depletion of 45RO−CCR7−62L+TEM cells was similar for both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (Table 1, Figure 1). Within the CD4+ compartment, there was similar depletion of both memory and naïve cells (P=0.267), whereas within the CD4+ memory cell subset, there was slightly greater depletion of TEM compared with TEM cells (P=0.002). Within the CD8+ compartment, there was slight, albeit statistically significant, sparing of memory over naïve cells and, within the memory subset, sparing of TEM over TEM cells (both P=0.010).

At 24 months after transplant, whereas the recovery rate of total CD4+ T cells was similar to that observed in adults, it was significantly slower than that of total CD8+ T cells (P=0.014; Figure 1). Within the CD4+ compartment, there was no significant difference in the magnitude of recovery of naïve versus memory cells (P=0.740); within the CD4+ memory cell subset, however, the extent of TEM cell recovery was almost twice that of TEM cells (P=0.027). There was a trend toward greater

Table 1. Relative depletion of T cell subsets at 3 months after transplant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T Cell Subset</th>
<th>CD4+ Cells</th>
<th>CD8+ Cells</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline Cell Count</td>
<td>3-mo Cell Count</td>
<td>(% Depletion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1.02±0.46</td>
<td>0.02±0.02</td>
<td>97.2±3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïvea</td>
<td>0.57±0.36</td>
<td>0.01±0.01</td>
<td>99.6±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>0.36±0.24</td>
<td>0.01±0.01</td>
<td>97.3±3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effector memory</td>
<td>0.19±0.10</td>
<td>0.01±0.01</td>
<td>95.9±5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central memory</td>
<td>0.04±0.06</td>
<td>0.01±0.01</td>
<td>98.5±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td>0.03±0.01</td>
<td>0.01±0.01</td>
<td>90.3±7.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results are provided as mean ± SD. Percentage of depletion was calculated for each subject using the following formula: (absolute count at baseline − absolute count at 3 mo)/absolute count at baseline. P values were computed for the difference between CD4+ and CD8+ cells of the same subset. Analysis of the change in absolute cell counts over time was performed using generalized estimating equations.

aThe number of available samples was 11 for all subsets, except for 45RA+ naïve (n=5) and 25F/FoxP3+ regulatory (n=8).

bCD4+ 25F/FoxP3+ versus Total CD4+.
recovery of CD8+ memory rather than naïve cells \((P = 0.163)\), although the magnitude of recovery of TEM and TCM cells was similar \((P = 0.555)\). Taken together, these results demonstrate greater and more prolonged depletion of CD4+ compared with CD8+ T cells after the use of alemtuzumab in pediatric transplant recipients.

Relative Sparing of Regulatory T Cells after Depletion with Alemtuzumab

At 3 months after transplant, there was less depletion of CD4+ 25°FoxP3+ regulatory T cells (Tregs) relative to total CD4+ T cells \((P < 0.001; \text{Table 1, Figure 2})\). This initial sparing, succeeded by brisk recovery of Treg counts between 3 and 12 months, caused the proportion of Tregs within the total CD4+ T cell compartment to peak at 3 months and subsequently slowly decline to the 12-month time point (Figure 2B). Thereafter, recovery of CD8+ memory rather than naïve cells \((P = 0.163)\), although the magnitude of recovery of TEM and TCM cells was similar \((P = 0.555)\). Taken together, these results demonstrate greater and more prolonged depletion of CD4+ compared with CD8+ T cells after the use of alemtuzumab in pediatric transplant recipients.

The pattern of recovery of Tregs was similar to that of total CD4+ T cells. Similarly, the ratio of Tregs/TEM increased significantly from baseline to 3 months after transplant \((P = 0.009)\), returned to baseline between 6 and 12 months, and slightly decreased thereafter (Figure 2C).

Incidence of Anti-HLA cAb Development

Figure 3A shows the longitudinal cAb status, along with the PRA level, for the seven participants who developed cAb, plus the patient who had a positive pretransplant result. Of these, one participant (patient C) developed class I cAb alone, showing only transient positivity between 6 and 12 months. Five participants developed class II cAb alone: the first (patient A) was positive for all time points during the course of the study at low PRA levels; one participant (patient D) converted at 9 months but was then lost to follow-up; and three participants (patients F, G, and H) converted at 24 months. Two participants had both detectable class I and class II cAb during the course of the study: the first (patient B) was transiently positive for class I cAbs at baseline and again at 12 months, but developed persistent class II cAbs at 9 months; the second (patient E) developed high levels of class I and II cAbs at 24 months. Two participants had donor-specific cAb, as denoted by an asterisk (Figure 3A). Overall, the cumulative hazard of cAb development was 13% until 24 months, at which it reached 33% (Figure 3B); the cumulative hazard for development of class I versus class II cAb was similar (Figure 3C).

A summary of the biopsy findings is presented along with cAb status in Table 2. Of the eight participants who had detectable cAbs during the study period, two received a diagnosis of cellular acute rejection. In both cases, the cAb developed after the diagnosis of acute rejection, which was made on their 6-month protocol biopsy, at which point renal function was stable. A third participant received a diagnosis of borderline cellular changes concurrent with the development of cAbs at 24 months. With the exception of the two patients who developed acute rejection, these participants had stable renal function throughout the study period (Supplemental Figure 1).

Detailed 24-month protocol biopsies of the above eight participants were compared with the 17 biopsies available from participants negative for cAb (Table 3). Although limited by the small sample size, there was no evidence of an association between cAb development and chronic histologic lesions.
Longitudinal Immunoprofiles Associated with cAb

Cells were available from two participants with detectable cAb: the first (patient A) had a positive result for anti-HLA class II cAb at all time points, whereas the second (patient B) had transiently detectable class I cAb at baseline and 12 months only, but developed persistent, donor-specific class II cAb at 9 months.

As shown in Figure 4, whereas CD4+ naïve cells in the first participant (patient A) had a similar depletion and repopulation profile as the controls, the memory cells were less depleted and recovered much faster; this accelerated recovery was mainly seen within the T_{CM} subset. The Tregs demonstrated both a high magnitude and rate of recovery between 6 and 9 months, followed by a slow decline in cell count (Figure 5A), resulting in a high ratio of \( \text{Tregs/T}_{\text{EM}} \) cells from 0–9 months with a pronounced decline thereafter (Figure 5C). Within the CD8+ subset, the memory cells appeared more resistant to depletion (Figure 4B) than naïve cells, and, furthermore, recovered to a level four times higher than their pretransplant value, an effect seen predominantly in the T_{EM} compartment.

Compared with controls, the second participant (patient B) demonstrated a similar pattern of depletion of CD4+ subsets but a greater magnitude and rate of recovery of both naïve and memory cells (Figure 5A), whereas the \( \text{Treg/T}_{\text{EM}} \) ratio showed a similar early peak (Figure 5C). For the CD8+ naïve and memory subsets, the depletion and recovery patterns were similar to those of controls (Figure 5B).

DISCUSSION

This report, the first extensive immune profile of alemtuzumab-treated pediatric renal transplant recipients, reveals both differences and similarities in the pediatric and adult patterns of T cell depletion and reconstitution after alemtuzumab induction. In contrast to the adult response, pediatric naïve T cells displayed a similar recovery pattern to that of memory cells; overall, the magnitude of pediatric CD4+ and CD8+ T cell subset recovery was less than that of adults.\(^1,2,9,15\) Notwithstanding these differences, important parallels with the adult response included relatively less depletion of Tregs than total CD4+ cells and TEM cells, resulting in a transient increase in the ratio of Tregs/T_{EM} cells,\(^16\) and within the memory subset, relatively less depletion of T_{EM} than T_{CM} cells.

The prolonged T cell depletion observed in our study is at variance with the general theory that, because of more active lymphopoiesis, depletion would be more transient in children.\(^17\) The recovery rates in adults were achieved with immunosuppression protocols similar to that used in this study. Trzonkowski et al. used an induction regimen of alemtuzumab, followed by a steroid-free maintenance regimen consisting initially of mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) and tacrolimus; tacrolimus was switched to sirolimus at 6 months, whereas MMF was discontinued at 12 months.\(^2\) Knechtle et al. administered an induction regimen of alemtuzumab; tacrolimus and sirolimus were both started on day 1, tacrolimus subsequently stopped on day 60 after transplant.\(^9\)

After T cell depletion, memory cells are reconstituted through homeostatic proliferation, whereas naïve T cell repopulation occurs primarily via thymic-dependent pathways.\(^15,18\) As mentioned, the capacity of the thymus to regenerate T cells seems to be inversely correlated with age, which explains why children...
usually show faster recovery of naïve T cells after chemotherapy-induced depletion.\textsuperscript{18} It was recently suggested that alemtuzumab, in addition to peripheral T cell depletion, induces prolonged depletion of the thymic output in adult renal transplant recipients.\textsuperscript{19} It is thus possible that the slow T cell reconstitution observed is due to a direct effect of alemtuzumab on the thymus. The pharmacokinetics of alemtuzumab may also differ between adults and children. For instance, during the pharmacological development of alemtuzumab, a humanized antibody, its $t_{1/2}$ in adults was found to be substantially longer than the original rat mAb Campath-1G (14 to 21 days versus approximately 1 day), resulting in delayed lymphocyte recovery.\textsuperscript{20} To date, there are no published pharmacokinetic data regarding the use of alemtuzumab in pediatric solid organ transplantation.

The mechanism underlying the relative emergence of Tregs is poorly defined: It remains unclear if Tregs are comparatively resistant to depletion or if alemtuzumab is capable of inducing Treg proliferation in the period subsequent to T cell depletion. Importantly, in this study, this ratio peaked at 3 months after transplant, before the introduction of sirolimus. Although caution must be exercised before attributing tolerogenic properties to alemtuzumab in the pediatric setting, our data suggest that alemtuzumab does not have the initial detrimental effect on Treg frequency seen with other induction agents.\textsuperscript{21,22} The slow decrease in the Tregs/$T_{EM}$ ratio observed after 12 months is consonant with the hypothesis that the ratio of Tregs/memory T cells might decrease after homeostatic repopulation of the T cell compartment.\textsuperscript{23} All in all, it is tempting to speculate that the use of alemtuzumab in children might hamper the rapid homeostatic proliferation of memory T cells seen initially after depletion, potentially favoring long-term hyporesponsiveness to the graft.

The relative sparing of TEM cells seen in both adults and children is, however, of concern. Because $T_{EM}$ cells seem to be the predominant cell type involved in acute rejection, it follows that their emergence would be detrimental for allograft outcome, and, conversely, their depletion beneficial. In adults, Pearl \textit{et al.} reported that at 1 week after transplant, the $T_{EM}$ subtype accounted for 88% of the remaining T cells after depletion.\textsuperscript{1} They and others have suggested that sparing of memory cells might be due to either preferential migration of memory cells to lymphoid and non-lymphoid organs or the upregulation of cell survival factors.\textsuperscript{23} Memory cells are characterized by the expression of antiapoptotic molecules and the responsiveness to homeostatic
cytokines such as IL-7, both of which increase progressively with increasing antigenic exposure. It is conceivable that, given the relative lack of antigen exposure in children, their memory T cells lack the features essential to resist depletion upon contact with alemtuzumab. It is also possible that the more active pediatric thymus regenerates naïve T cells somewhat faster, providing competition for peripheral expansion of memory T cells for occupation of the empty T cell space. Regardless of the mechanism involved, although it seems to have a differential effect on the 24-month recovery of CD4+ TEM compared with TCM cells, it is reassuring that the overall effect of alemtuzumab is to increase the Treg/TEM ratio in vivo.

Further reassurance can be derived from the observation that although the cumulative hazard of cAb development was higher than described in large adult trials, in which the reported incidence ranges from 15%–20% at 1–5 years of follow-up, the development of cAb was neither associated with a decline in graft function, nor with detrimental histologic

Table 3. Comparisons of 24-month protocol biopsies for cAb-positive versus cAb-negative participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histological Lesion</th>
<th>cAb Positive</th>
<th>cAb Negative</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronic tubular changes</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
<td>5 (28)</td>
<td>0.637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic arterial changes</td>
<td>2 (28)</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic glomerular changes</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
<td>0.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNI toxicity</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0.280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Longitudinal T cell profiles for available participants who developed cAb during the course of the study. Means (± SEM) of available participants who did not develop cAb are shown as controls (n=9; except for TCM, n=3). (A) CD4+ subsets, (B) CD8+ subsets. Cell counts are expressed as 10^3 cells/µl. AlloAb, alloantibodies.
changes on the 2-year protocol biopsy. However, given the small sample size, the biopsy results must be interpreted with caution. Our findings suggest that the development of cAb, particularly when donor specific, may be associated with marked changes in T cell recovery. Moreover, they suggest that these changes are not widespread; rather, they are limited to specific T cell subsets.

In summary, our results indicate both differences and similarities in the adult and pediatric patterns of T cell depletion and repopulation after induction with alemtuzumab. Mainly, we found a relative sparing of Tregs over TEM cells, resulting in a transient increase in the Treg/TEM ratio that might be pro-tolerogenic. Long-term follow-up is underway to assess the potential benefits of this regimen in children.

CONCISE METHODS

Study Population
PC-01 is a multicenter, single-arm, prospective phase II trial sponsored by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease. Thirty-five participants were enrolled from four centers (Children’s Hospital Boston; Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia; University of California, San Francisco; and Seattle Children’s Hospital). Patients who were unsensitized, first-time recipients with living donors, and between 1 and 20 years of age were eligible for inclusion. Deceased donor transplants, second transplants, presensitized patients, and those with a focal and segmental glomerulosclerosis were excluded. The duration of study follow-up was 2 years. There were 20 female and 15 male participants, with a mean (±SD) age of 12.6 (±5.4) years. Causes of renal failure included obstructive or dysplastic disorder (n=7 participants), glomerular or tubulo-interstitial disease (n=7 participants), genetic disorder (n=3 participants), or undefined disorder (n=16 participants).

Therapeutic Protocol and Sample Collection
The therapeutic protocol, protocol biopsies, and blood sample collection schedule are presented in Figure 6. Tacrolimus was switched to sirolimus between 2 and 3 months after transplant, with an overlap period between 3 and 10 days. PBMCs were isolated from heparinized blood by density gradient centrifugation using Ficoll-Paque PLUS (GE Healthcare Biosciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden), washed twice with PBS, counted, and frozen at −140°C in liquid nitrogen. Cells were thawed by slow reconstitution with RPMI 1640 medium (Cambrex Bioscience, Walkersville, MD).

Flow Cytometry
Reconstituted cells were stained with the extracellular markers CD4, CD8, CD25, CD45RA, CD45RO, CD62L, and CCR7 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), as well as intracellular marker FoxP3 (eBioscience Inc, San Diego, CA), and were analyzed as described previously.28

Alloantibody Screening
For the purpose of the mechanistic study, serum was assayed for anti-HLA cAb using the following One L kits on the Luminex 200 platform (Luminex Corp, Austin, TX): Labscreen, PRA Class I and Class II, and Single Antigen Beads (One L inc, Canoga Park, CA). In the clinical setting, however, cross-matching was performed using the C-dependent cytotoxicity assay.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analysis was performed using SAS 9.2 software (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC). Cell counts were analyzed longitudinally using generalized estimating equations. Alloantibody development was analyzed using the Kaplan–Meier technique. All P values were two tailed, and P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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Figure 6. Therapeutic and sample collection protocols. Each subject received 0.3 mg/kg (to a maximum of 20 mg) of alemtuzumab. Tacrolimus was initiated at a dose of 0.05–0.1 mg/kg twice daily, with a target trough level of 5–10 ng/ml, and was switched to sirolimus between 2 and 3 months after transplant (10 mg/m² of loading dose followed by 3 mg/m² every 12 hours, adjusted to attain trough levels of 12–15 ng/ml during the first 6 months and 8–12 ng/ml thereafter). MMF was administered at doses of 1200 mg/m² per day (max 2 g) twice or thrice daily until day 14 after transplant, 900 mg/m² per day until tacrolimus was switched to sirolimus, and 600 mg/m² per day for the remainder of the study. SRL, sirolimus.
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